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From the Chairman's desk

It is said that the development of a tree depends on where it is planted. So when a child becomes a
student of Jeevana, at every stage, we try to ensure that he is given education and not just schooling. Hence
it becomes imperative that every student is treated as an individual and is exposed to a number of activities.
This gives the student a chance to pursue a few ac ivities he really enjoys doing in addition to the regular
curriculum.

Abacus is now an integral part of the curriculum and is done by all the students of Std III to Std v.
Students of Std II will start Abacus in the third term.

Socially Useful Productive Work has been introduced 0 encourage every child to realise his role as a
contributing member of the society. It also weans the ch, d away from Text book oriented studies to practical
knowledge which is definitely more enjoyable. Co-Cur cu ar activities, Physical Education, Yoga and Karate
have been revamped and assessments have been introduced to make the activities more meaningful.

Till Std v. continuous Assessments have been introduced. It is a known fact that the present examination
system is the weakest link in the chain of Education today. In the Junior Classes Students must be spared this
agony and, hence, they are assessed continuously. All aspects of acquiring skills in a subject are assessed. The
details of each subject have already been given to parents. The aim is to make every subject meaningful and
interesting to the students.

Most of the Competitive Exams today give more weightage to Mental Aptitude. 10 train the students in
logical thinking, Mental Ability Classes have been introduced from Std VII onwards for an hour per week. We
have an expert coming from Bangalore every week for these classes.

Students who are doing ICSE in Std IX have, in addition to Mental Aptitude, the Foundation Course in
Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics. This will keep them in good stead when it comes to Entrance Examination
after Std XII to get into the IITs.

As most of you are already aware we are having classes for JEE - liT. This and the foundation course in
Std IX are being done in collaboration with BASE, Bangalore.

If a student is to do full justice to all the activities that are expected of him in the school, he is sure to be
totally engaged and will not have time to wile away in meaningless pursuits.

The concept of schooling changes with time and as a school we must try our best to keep up with the
changes. The concept of education however remains the same and this' is where we have to srtive to excel.
Let us treat each child as an individual and give him plenty of encouragement and opportunities to help him
realise his true potential.

M.S. Iyengar

The shortest way to do many things is to do them one thing at a time.
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JEEVANA SCHOOL
Chronicler's Column

1. School reopened for classesX and XII - 4.6.04

2. School reopened for other classes in the Senior School - 7.6.04

3. Prefects' swearing - in - ceremony - 8.7.2004

4. Installationof Leo Club - 15.7.04

5. Commemoration of Hiroshima and Nagasaki tragedy with an exhibition of
pictures - 5.8.04

6. Sports Day of Senior School - 14.8.04

7. Sports Day of Ponmeni Junior School - 21.8.04

8. Sports Day of VisalakshipuramBranch - 28.8.04

Mr. Irai Anbu, I.AS.
(Commissionerfor Disciplinary
Proceedings) with
Mr. M.S. Iyengar
(Chairman,JeevanaSchools)

Hall of Fame

Mr. Irai Anbu, I.A.S. had graciously consented to be
Chief Guest for the Prefectorial ceremony which gave us
an opportunity to experience his awe-inspiring oration.
This multi-faceted person had got 15th Rank in All India
Civil Services exam and I place in Tamilnadu in 1988.
Apart from serving in various designations, ircluding as
Collector of Kencheepurern, he has started 'Moonlight
Schools' for under-privileged children above 14 years,
sponsored by private individuals.

Having authored 16 books and having won
prestigious awards, he has given thousands of talks,
presented hundreds of T.V. shows and Radio
programmes, and presented various Talk - Shows.

His areas of interest range from Zen and leadership to
Tirukkural and Management concepts. In all, a truly
magnificient yet down -to- earth person, whom we were
truly honoured to have amidst us for a few hours.

We wish him more and more success in the years to
come. Let's hope many more will be inspired by his
genius and try to emulate him.

Understand what you want to say and words will follow.~----~-------------------------------
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I BULLETIN BOARD I
JEEVANA SCHOOL, MADURAI.

Dear parent, 16th August, 2004.

Please note that there are slight modifications in the Assessment procedure for students of Std I

to Std v. Assessments will be done continuously and the criteria will be as follows.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)
7)

1)

2)
3)

4)

5)
6)
7)

1)

2)
3)

4)
5)
6)

ENGLISH
TESTS

READING
(Fluency, Pronunciation, Stress, Pause,
Comprehension etc., may be assessed)

SPEAKING
(Rhymes, Story telling, Speaking about oneself,
Oral Comprehension etc., may be assessed)

WRITING
(Dictation Words, Question - Answers, Creative Writing,
Handwriting, Comprehension etc., may be assessed)

INTERESTSHOWN IN PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES
(INCLUDING GROUP ACTIVITIES)

HOME WORK

TOTAL

- 50%

- 10%

- 10%

- 10%

- 10%

- 10%

- 100%

MATHEMATICS
TESTS

MENTAL ABILITY

HOME WORK & ASSIGNMENTS

ACTIVITIES
(Preparing Domino Cards, Flash Cards,
Charts etc., may be assessed)

RECITATION OF MULTIPLICATION TABLES

SPEED & ACCURACY IN CLASS PERFORMANCE

TOTAL

- 50%

- 10%

- 10%

- 10%

- 10%

- 10%

- 100%

SCIENCE
TESTS

HOME WORK

SCIENCE ALBUM & MODEL MAKING

CLASS ROOM ACTIVITIES & ORAL TESTS

PROJECTS & PRACTICALS

TOTAL

- 50%

- 10%

- 20%

- 10%

- 10%

- 100%

Do not believe all that you hear arid do not say all that you believe
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3)
4)
5)

6)

7)

1)

2)
3)

4)
5)
6)

- 50%

- 10%

- 10%

- 10%

- 10%

SOCIAL SCIENCES
TESTS

HOME WORK

INTERESTSHOWN DURING FIELD TRIPS & ACTIVITIES

MAP WORK

PROJECTS & CHART WORK

KNOWLEDGE OF BASIC TERMINOLOGIES
IN SOCIAL SCIENCES

TOTAL

- 10%

- 100%

COMPUTER SCIENCE
TESTS

COLLECTING PICTURES/ CHART WORK

HOME WORK

GETTING INTO APPLICATIONS

WORKING IN THE APPLICATIONS

TOTAL

- 50%

- 10%

- 10%

- 10%

- 20%

-100%

HALL OF FAME

Ms. Suriya Devi being awarded the Gold-medal. Ms. Suriya Devi giving the LCD presentation.

I am delighted to state that by the Lord Almighty's grace, I was able to. present the paper in the

All India level under the theme "Health and Nutrition" for the "National Teacher Science Conference-

2004" at Ujjain Vikram University. My paper with the topic "OBESITY, The Global Epidemic of 21 st

Century" was presented through LCD and chosen as one of the best papers presented. I am the

only delegate who was chosen among the 200 for the poster presentation as well. I was awarded

Gold Medal and the abstract also is published in their university souvenir.

I sincerely extend my gratitude from the depth of my heart to the Principal, Mrs. Nirmala, for

giving a lot of encouragement right from the day of intimation that my paper had gone for screening

test in the month of June till I completed my task at Ujjain, bringing Laurel to Jeevana.

Miss. M.B. SURIYA DEVI,
P.G. Asst., Biology Dept.

If we stand for nothing, we will fall for anything.



YEOMAN'S SERVICE

The Leo club, Jeevana, visited Kumbakonam on 28.8.04. They offered floral tributes and paid
homage on the spot where the mishap had happened. They also visited the village, Natham, 2 Kms
away from the school, where most of the victims resided. In this poverty - stricken village, the Leo
club met each and every parent of the victim and consoled them. They also met the traumatised
children who are now healed and rendered them service.

The Leo club and the Leo club advisor, Miss Suriya Devi, extend their gratitude to our beloved
Principal, Mrs Nirmala, who in the midst of a heavy schedule, talked to the high officials of Madurai
and Kumbakonam and arranged for a well-planned trip.

May God bless each and everyone who, by and large, contributed.

Miss Suriya Devi (extreme Left) along with Mr. Mariappan and some of the Leo club members.

The hardest truth is better than the sweetest words that are not true.



MONDAY MORNING BLUES

Phew! it was a super good film. Really touching your heart as its title goes " The touch" Truly
Michelle Yeah was splendid and her stunt amid the fire was hair raising. One can go on dreaming
about it and wonder what will happen to him or her.

Yup! Who shall wake up early morning and lift up your bouncy bag to school? None. Who
wants to stand before the teacher as a defaulter and give so many lame excuses and receive
demerits when the mentor expects a plausible explanation? One can really never expect such a
plight after my golden hours of sweet Sunday with its special yummy delicacies, the softness of the
cushioned furniture and the loveliness in watching television with your hands glued to the remote
control, with a dry subject book on your lap and the mouth munching one of the mother's newly
made muffins.

But, elasl After that beautiful lovely Sunday sleep how could one expect such an awful morning!
Mother at the verge of losing her temper, father deeply engrossed in the newspaper. Then, my
mother comes to push me hard and tries to wake up me while I am already on alert and my mind is
pondering over excuses which I got hold of-a fine excuse but my voice got stuck up in the voice
box itself, having before me no other door for escape but to dress for school.

While washing the face, cleaning the teeth and packing the bag, my mind is once again on the
trail to find some escape route with the tutor. Finally in the bathroom, one had to take the shower
hurriedly without enjoying the leisurely shower as like which was taken on a Sunday, crooning the
favourite chartbuster. Praying all through, so that some disaster would strike and school would grant
a holiday or a miracle would happen calling the family to attend some function or just pray to the
depth begging that classmates should also not have done the home work or yvishing that a
particular subject teacher would be absent or he or she would forget about the given work.

That terrible Monday wishing in the prayer room for long hours, which we would not have
bothered to glance at for the whole six days except on special terrible Monday. Hoping that
something would happen saving us from this aweful day, that something from the fantasy world
such as Harry Potter or Peter Panwould come down, knowing that it was a futile thought.

.
Sulkily having breakfast, the very same food which tasted delicious was of nothing now. Mind is

focused to grab the escape route and craving for it. Moaning for the Sunday to come back and
promising not to procrastinate work and to really work on Sunday. Trudging lazily to school kicking
everything on the way, reach the school. After the prayer there comes a series of complaints and
the workload is piled up to the heaven. After school hours returning with resolution and
determination not to while away time. But heaven knows what on Earth the next Sunday keeps in
stock for us. But confident and sure that the forthcoming Monday morning will also be blue.

N. SOWNDARA
X - '('

==~< 6 :~)=====================================Begood to people on the way up, because you will meet them on the way down.



I. Harini, II (
Jeevana Ponmeni

Devanai, 111-(
Jeevana Ponmeni

K. Abirami, VI-A
Jeevana Ponmeni

M. Laskhmi Rajan
III-B, VSP

Flattery corrupts both the receiver and the giver.
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SOCIALLY USEFUL PRODUCTIVE WORK

SUPW Activities introduce the children to the everyday purposeful actions they see around
themselves. These activities enable the children to be independent, to take care of themselves, take
care of their environment & understand how things can be done perfectly.

Although these activities seem simple, they are actually a very important part in all the classes.
Everyday we utilize 20 to 30 minutes for these activities. These activities help the child to perfect his
co-ordination & concentration. Finally children learn good working habits as they finish each task and
put away all their materials before beginning another activity.

For very young children, for all these activities, familiar objects are used. Dressing frames are an
important part of the activity because it helps the child to become independent in dressing himself-
zip, button, and buckle lace, hooks, bows. For example buttoning his own shirts, lacing, buckling his
shoes etc. All these activities are presented to a child in the classroom. Dr Montessori has introduced
several exercises for the classroom to help the child to satisfy his needs for meaningful activity that
the child sees at home:

Such as sweeping, dusting, polishing, mopping, pouring, cutting, etc. The child is excited when
these activities are given in the class because they allow him to imitate adults. Imitation is one of the
child's strongest urges during his stage of development.

SUPW helps the children in their development. Children who are in K.G. classes are really lucky
because 1/4 of the syllabus includes supw in the Montessori Education.

Children are taught to lay their own table during breaktime. After they finish, they themselves
clean the table, mop, and wipe the table. Before going home they are trained to arrange the chairs
etc.

Standards I & II do more activities. Before going home they clean the class and arrange the
chairs. They keep the environment clean.

Children also learn good habits, manners etc. In safety rules they are taught how to handle sharp
objects and to be careful with electrical things.

Children help their parents at home after they learn all the activities done in the class. We get
feedback from parents that children are benefiting from these S.U.P.w.activities.

Activities included - Table Manners, Table-setting, Covering the books, Arranging their books,
Polishing brass articles & shoes, Making fruit -salad, Sandwich making, Making their beds, Craft work,
Vegetable salad, How to cross the road, First-aid and Punctuality.

We hope parents also encourage the children at home so that they will be very useful citizens in
the future.

N. Rajalakshmi
Headmistress.
Jeevana Ponmeni.
(Junior Section)

The fastest way to end a war is to lose it.



SOCIALLY USEFUL PRODUCTIVE WORK

U.K.G. children are sweeping, dusting and mopping. Children are taught at young age to keep
the environment clean. They really look forward to the SUPWclasses. Children enjoy these activities,
which is very good for their development.

Children of std II A are polishing the brass.
They learn to keep their house hold things shining.

The more arguments you win, the more friends you lose



Children of std II B are polishing the shelves.
They learn to become independent.

Children lay the table and eat their snacks.
They learn good table manners.

They also learn to share.

Children of L.K.G.are very busy with the dressing frames.
They also learn to buckle their shoes, tie their laces,

button their shirts etc. These activities help
them to become independent.

Children learn to prepare Sandwich.
Std I children learn these useful activities.

SUPWhas become a major activity in our curriculum.

Here we can see V.Akash of std II helping his friends to lay the table for lunch.
Jeevana is the second home for our children where they are free to learn all

SUPWactivities which will be helpful to them throughout their life.

Think before you act and think after you act, too.



]
NEIGHBOUR'S FARM

My neighbours have a big farm in their backyard. Every morning I wake up to the sound of
cuckoos on the gooseberry tree. There are two cows and a baby calf, hens and two turkeys in the
farm. The farm has many trees, mango, coconut, guava, bananas, chickoo, papaya and many other
vegetable plants. I see many birds on the farm. Every Sunday I sit in front of my window watching
the squirrels running up and down the papaya trees biting the ripe, juicy papayas and cuckoos
eating gooseberries. Every afternoon there is a nice smell from the flowers. The breeze from the
trees of the farm keeps our house cool. My neighbours eat healthy vegetables grown in their farm.
They also give me different leaves for my activity book. All the houses in the city should grow trees
to keep the city cool.

Vedhas.V
Std.11(Ponmeni Jr. Section)

MY TRIP TO DUBAI

During the summer holidays, I went to Dubai. I went alone in the plane, They gave me toys,
snacks and lunch in the plane. The air-hostess took full care of me. At the Dubai airport my mummy
and daddy came to receive me. I saw many places in Dubai. It is a very clean city. The roads are
broad and neat. I also saw the desert and camels in it. I went to many shopping-malls, parks and
hotels. It is a very nice place. I enjoyed my trip to Dubai.

Georgina. R II - 'A'
Ponmeni Junior Section.

TEDDY'S SOUP

Teddy Bear had a problem-he was very bad at spelling. "I do try really hard!" he told Mother
Bear. "In fact, I am busy reading my book right now". Mother Bear smiled to herself when she
noticed that Teddy was. holding his book upside down.

Then she thought of a bright idea. Mother Bear went into the kitchen straight away and made
Teddy a large bowl of alphabet soup.

"Now you can learn your letters as you eat," She laughed.

The alphabet tasted so good that Teddy emptied the bowl in one gulp.

"Perhaps that wasn't such a good idea after all," chuckled Mother Bear, as she filled Teddy's
bowl up with soup once more!

V. KAVERII II-'A'
Ponmeni Junior Section

Truth is very strong and it will win in the end.
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A PETITION FROM THE WILD
Big, small, black and white,
Animals are of different kinds.
They are friends true to the last,
They warm the corners of our hearts.
But why has man become so cruel,
Killing them in a manner brutal?
In zoos they are ill-treated,
And in circus they are exploited.
Animals are God's creation,
"Please don't hurt us f",
Is their humble petition.

N.SUBBIAH,
VB'
Ponmeni Junior Section.

CANIS AND CANNOT'S
Use a mop to mop the floor;
But dan'! use a watch
to watch anybody.
Use a brush to brush the teeth;
But you can't use Iron to
Iron clothes.
Use a paste to paste pictures;
But you can't use a book
to book tickets.
Milk the cow to get milk;
But don't use a tie to tie parcels.
You can use a lock to lock the door;
But you don't use a clip
to clip anything.

R.HARINE RAJASHREE
IVA'

MY PET RIDDLES

Once I had a dog

Which was always with me.

He had a long tail

And had sharp nails.

He looked like a tiger,

And we can't see like him-rare.

I was very proud of him

And it was loved by me so much.

R.S. SUBHASREE
Std.1
Ponmeni Jr. Section.

====~<J5
If you are not part of the answer, you are part of the problem.

1. What goes around the world but
stays in a corner?

2. I am red but not blood.
I am round but not a ball.
I am used as a vegetable.

3. A bird laid an egg while flying.
But the egg did not fall down.
How is that possible?

4. Why did the teacher wear sun-glasses?

5. Why is fish always balanced?

6. What has legs but cannot walk.

ANSWERS
1. Stamp 2. Tomato

3. Because she was wearing panties

4. Because the children were too bright

5. Because they have scales.

6. Chair.

Nakul, II - 'B'
Ponmeni Junior Section



JEEVANA SCHOOL - Ponmeni Junior Section
Achievements of the children

(Outside Competitions)

T.V.S. LOSA COMPETITION
1. KaverLI
2. Gary Paul Thomas
3. Eleasha Figredo

II Std

I Std

U.K.G. 'A'

- I Prize in Fancy Dress

- III Prize in Fancy Dress

- II Prize in Fancy Dress

1. LOSA COMPETITION

a. U.NIVEDHA of IV STD got III Prize in fancy Dress.

2. TAMILNADU YOGA ASSOCIATION

a. P. VISWA~TH V STD II Prize

b. JAIPRAKASH V STD II Prize

c. SAMPADHA IV STD III Prize

d. S. SANKETH V STD IV Place

e. NATARAJAN V STD IV Place

f. SUDALAI MADADURAI V STD V Place

3. NATIONAL TALENT SCIENCE RESEARCH

a. PRASANTH VICTOR - 87%

b. DENNISON DAVID - - 84%

c. R. MEENAKSHI - 81%

d. VICKY MOHAN - 70%

4. In the District level Table Tennis Tournament conducted by Ellis coaching club during the month
of AUGUST 2004 S. KAUSHIK of Std V won Semi-Finals in CADET LEVEL.

5. S. KAUSHALYA of Std V won Consolation Prize in the Embroidery competition conducted by
MADURA COATS, BANGALORE.

We know what we are but not what we can be



JEEVANA VSP

VSP- Somehow, earlier whenever I had heard the word VSp, it occurred to me as
an abbreviated word of Very Special Place.

It was entirely a new venture for me this year that I was looking forward to. I know
that it takes time for any new person to be accepted. Of course, I can't dream of
sweeping the board but I thought at least I should try to undetstand them. My
objective set off easily as the kids were trusting, natural, sincere, receptive and
showering unconditional love believing each word I uttered. Just being with them gives
a soaring and uplifting effect. It is really delightful to see the tiny tots trotting to their
respective classes, spectate Darshan performing a foot-tapping "dappanguthu" and
mischief dancing in Dhanvanth's eyes, receiving greeting cards from Tabres, watching
Sahana's blissful smile lit up her face, lis en ng to Harshita's enchanting voice and
observe class VIII engaged in childish skirmish.Sudarshan'slingering voice, Ravi'sunique
queries and Palaniappan's brilliant strokes a aze me, while Iqbal struggling with his
lunch box and Akhilesh's constant laughter amuse me.

It did boost up my ego when I received a call from the parents welcoming me
even before the reopening of the school. The parent's instantaneous response;
involvement in the school activities, valuable suggestions and constant support are
encouraging and really appreciated.

The teachers here have every reason to be proud and happy. I cannot stop smiling
when I think of Mr. Sahayaraja'sside-splitting wisecracks or Ms. Adeline's count down
for the students to settle down. We are a close knit family sharing our problems, joys,
pakoras and payasams!, encouraging each other, lending a helping hand here and
appreciating a job w~1Idone there.

According to Bertrand Russell,the famous philosopher and mathematician, the four
characteristics which form the basis of an ideal character are vitality, courage,
sensitiveness and intelligence. One's education should help build the above. With the
involvement of the parents, dedication of our teachers and the support from the
management, I am sure we would not leave any stones unturned in the task of holistic
development of our kids.

Mrs. Padma Chandrashekar
Headmistress
JEEVANA (VSP)

The less you think, the more you talk.



Socially Useful Productive work
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SUPWhas trained Manisha to be a confident girl. She does not hesitate to do any
work. After receiving the circular, the helping trait has gained much.

1. Manisha keeps her room neat and tidy.

2. She arranges her shelf by herself.

3. She helps me to clean up the house.

4. On Sunday it is her duty to wipe the hall table and sofa.

5. She helps to separate the vegetables and put them in proper place.

6. When phone rings, she does not wait for others to answer, she replies
boldly and correctly.

7. She rolls up her mat-sometimes.

8. She helps me in arranging the dining table.

9. She is much interested in doing craft-works like sand-painting, M-seal
work, painting etc.

10. Manisha folds her clothes and keeps them in proper place.

11. In doing the sponge work, she showed much interest in collecting the
things and doing them.

12. She helps me in watering the plants.

SUPWhas not on1ytrained the child but also the mothers. Fromthis work, we find the
capacity and the ability of the child. The helping and self-doing habit is cultivated in them.
My request to the school is that the Art class has to be improved, less concentration is
given to it in school. Hope it will be improved in later days.

A. KARTHIGA
Mother of A. MANISHA
Std- II. (VSP)

A smart person who will not work is like a cloud without rain.



I PARENTSPEAK I
SPORTS DAY CELEBRATIONS 2004

"All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy" is a common saying.

The 28th of August, 2004 remains another red-letter day for the Jeevanites of VSp, as they
celebrated this 18th Sports Meet at this senior school sports ground.

The programme commenced with the hoisting of the national flag by our chairman, Mr.Iyengar.

The Pre-KG students were fine in carrying their radish to the victory line. The children holding
lemon on spoon and holding the water bo Ie on their hands also did their best. The March past
was good and students did their best.

The Relay students also did eir par wel The Karate feats performed were superb. The
"dandiya" dance was also fine.

K.M. Sujatat

(VSP Parent)

I thank all the teachers and staff for orgenising his Sports Meet to a grand finale. Hope Jeevana
would train their students both physically and men ally 'n the forthcoming years.

PONMENI JUNIOR SECTION
SPORTS DAY, 2004

"Garisha on the line ------" the receiver was handed over to me, which dispersed the sweet
voice of my grand daughter, a U.K.G. Jeevanite! With great enthusiasm, she invited me for the Annual
Sports Day and also confirmed my arrival at her school exactly at 3.30PM on 21.8.04. Will anyone
miss this wonderful opportunity? I had been very eagerly waiting for the day, and there I was.

The colourfully decorated vast ground was filled with children, House-wise, ready to display
their feats; proud parents anxious to applaud; active teachers on their heels, making everyone feel
at Athens.

Flag hoisting by Mr. Iyengar was followed by the parade of Fairy-tale characters. I was
overwhelmed with joy to see my grand daughter Garisha as Little Red Riding Hood accompanied by
the wolf carrying fruits and flowers for her grandma; followed by Cinderella, Snow White, Goldilocks
ete. Indeed, we had flown to the Fairy Land! "Montessori Jerk" was a novel idea, Tiny Tots with
flexible limbs!

Children exhibited their skill, concentration, and Co-Ordination through all the events, winning
the admiration of the spectators. The hard work and patience of the industrious teachers is highly
appreciable, motivated by the unparallelled leadership of 'RajiMam' behind the scene!

Mrs. M. USHA MICHAELt MA,MA, M.Ed.,
Principal,
S.E.v. Mat. Hr. See. School, Madurai,
Grandmother of R. NANNIE GARISHA, U.K.G.

A house without books is a house without windows.



PARENTSPEAK

Jeevana School Junior Section Sports Day -21 st Aug, 2004

It was a bright and clear day, a good respite from the usual rains that coincide our
School's Sports Day. Even brighter were the colourful kids from the Junior Section. Keeping . h e
Jeevana tradition of time-management, respected chairman, Mr.lyengar, unfurled the flag sharp at
4.00 pm in front of enthusiastic students, the ever active teaching staff and a crowd of parents.

It was interesting to see small kids from Junior Section do a colourful parade and a
synchronized March-past. The multi-colour fans held out by the kids during the drill added to the
brightness of the day.

Whenever we see an orderly March-past, it reminds us of two things - one, the Obedience
factor of the people who do the march, second, the time and effort put by the people who
organize it. In our case it was the Junior Jeevanites and the Staff members respectively. Meticulous
planning, many days of rigorous practice, ground preparation, patience of the Staff and the
discipline of the kids were all pretty much visible when the four Houses of students filed past
Mr.Iyengar.

The purpose of Sports Day is to enhance the physical skills of students and to encourage
competitive spirits. All young kids participated in a variety of events like "kangaroo Hop", "Going to
the market", "Montessori" etc. Every kid contributed to the action, and it helped build the team spirit
and confidence levels in the kids. To organize so many events and to bring out co-operation among
all the kids is a stupendous task.

It was a wonderful day out for the parents, teachers and students.

N.Sivarajan
FIO S. Veera, LKG(8)
Jeevana Junior Section, Ponmeni

The weather was indeed pleasant as I entered the festive atmosphere of Jeevana School.
Punctuality is the first word that comes to my mind as I think of the wonderful Sports Day in Jeevana
held on 21st of August, 2004.The beautiful portrayal of the kids in different fairy tale characters
made us sit up. Then Mr. Iyengar, Chairman of Jeevana Schools, hoisted the colourful flag followed
by a colourful, disciplined March Past and children's systematic Oath-taking. Applause to the tiny
tots for their beautiful movements. We felt very happy as we had a wonderful evening. The show of
1st and 2nd standard children rhythmically doing one activity with coloured fans held us all
absolutely spellbound!! The children of 3-Sth standard were no less as they performed exceedingly
well with coloured sticks. Looking at the earnest faces of the little Jeevanties, one must say, 'Hats off
to the teachers who have trained the children so well."

It is indeed memorable days like the 21st that make us remember the united family of Jeevana.
On behalf of all parents and guests, I would again like to congratulate the tiny tots, teachers and
Heads for the marvelous evening.

Pearline Daniel,
MIO T. Glory PaulThomas
11'(' Ponmeni Junior

There is no one who knows all, there's no one who knows nothing.
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Outside Competition
(Visalakshipuram Scool)

YOGA : Sivananda Ashram Tanakkankulam, (Near Thirumangalam)

1. Akilan V std - I Prize

2. Krishnamoorthy

3. Suresh Swaroop

4. Kotharini

V std

IIA std

U.K.G.

- III Prize

- IV Prize

- V Prize

LOSA (9th July to 11 th July)

1. J. Charumeena I std

U.K.G .

- III Prize

- III Prize

Painting

Complete the Picture. 2. Kaavya

HORLICKS QUIZ - 17-7-2004

1. M. Sahana VII std - II Prize Flower Arrangement

BHARATHI YUVA KENDRA - 8-8-2004

1. R.M. Gowri I std - I Prize Music competition

EVENTS WE HAD IN JEEVANA (VISALAKSHIPURAM)

1. School Reopened - 7-6-2004

2. Meeting with the Parent's Committee - 1-7-2004

3. Investiture Ceremony - 4-8-2004

4. Independence Day celebration - 13-8-04

5. Sports Day - 18.8.04

Madurai Jaycees 15th Aug, '04
Overall - II Position

1. B.Swetha UKG

2. Krithika UKG

3. A.R. Kaviya Sethu Natchiyar UKG

4. J.Charumeena

5. J.Palaniappan VI

consolation Draw & Colour

II
1/

III
1/

III 1/

Con.Prize 1/

Anger creates problems for you; being proud stops you from fixing them.
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IV

IV

IV

VI

VI

III B

Con /I

6. M.Lakshmi Rajan

7. J.Charumeena

8. Krithika Prasad

9. O.G. Ram Prabhu

10. R.P.S.Bala Adhethiam

11. A.N. Sethuraman

12. H.lqbal

13. M.Arjun

III B Con. /I

Clay Modelling

II

II

II

III

Cartoon Drawing

/I

Con.

Veg.Carving

Art from waste

Paper work

Bulletin Pad

Jeevana V.S.P.received OVERALL- Second. Rolling Cup.

External Competitions
The Saurashtra Club, Mdu-9.

District Level Chess Tournament
4th & 5th Sep -2004

1. Sarvesh Swaroop Shankar .S. - class III
Second place in under-7 catagory.

2. Thivakar Palaniappan
Third place in under-9 category.

- class IV

Bharathi Yuva Kendra, Mdu
Fancy Dress competition - 5-9-04

S.Naveen Participation prize

Chinmaya Geetha Chanting competition - 31-8-2004
B.Swetha of UKG WdS selected for district level competition.

We have a qualified Counsellor in the School on certain days.
Parents interested may take advantage of the Counsellors help.

Good people give and forgive. Bad people get and forget.
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DONIT LOSE HOPE

With eternal sorrow you may be dining,

For a life of peace you may be sighing,

For a little happiness you may still be mining,

But don't lose hope, every cloud has a silver lining,

Crying for help, your throat may be sore,

Your life walls of sorrows may bar,

Of your day, it may be the darkest hour,

But fear not, dawn is not far.

You may be screaming in pain,

With all the misery going insane,

You may feel all your hopes are in vain,

But don't worry, the hottest day is followed by rain.

The path may not be clear

Where the hill is steepest you have no gear,

But don't lose hope, don't fear,

Your destination may be very near.

During bad time you find yourself all alone,

This weight and more may have to be borne,

But don't halt, don't mourn,

Failure is just a stepping stone.

DIVYA KUMAR - X '8'

/ ,/ POTTERING AROUND

THERE'SA WIZARD NAMED HARRY POTTER,

HE NEVER HAS A DOUBT,

WHENEVER HIS SCAR GETS REDDER,

VOLDERMORT IS ABOUT.

HIS EYESARE AS GREEN AS A FRESHPICKLEDTOAD,

HIS HAIR IS AS BLACK AS BLACK-BOARD,

OH! HE IS FINE, HE IS REALLYDIVINE,

T E BOY WHO DEFEATED THE DARK LORD.

HIS MOTHER IS LILY:HIS FATHERIS JAMES,

WHO WAS GOOD AT ALL GAMES;

HEY WERE MARRIED ONE FINE MORN,

THEY WERE DEAD A YEAR AFTER HE WAS BORN.

IS FRIENDSARE HERMIONE AND RON,

I THINK YOU SHOULD HAVE KNOWN;

THEY GO FOR AN EARLY MORNING WALK,

WHERE THEY LAUGH AND TALK.

GINNY HAS JOINED HIS FAN CLUB,

COLIN HAS JOINED I~ TOO,

IF YOU WANT TO JOIN IT,

MOST WELCOME ARE YOU.

J. SRIKANTH - X '('

1. JUNIOR BOYS
MEN SINGLES
OPEN DOUBLES

2. 'B' ZONE GAMES

3. SCHOOL DISTRICTGAMES

Congrats to VlSHAL GIYA of X '(' !!

He won the Silver medal in the

State Level Swimming Competition.

G.ANANTH
- WINNER
- WINNER
- RUNNER-UP

- WINNER

- WINNER

Held at ELLISTABLETENNIS AC,AJJEMY

Held at IVS. Lakshmi School.

Held at S.B.OA School.

< 23 >
Proverbs are short sentences drawn from long experiences.



THE MURDER
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I have just witnessed

a cruel murder;
The inhumane human

is the heartless killer.
The corpse is left behind

In a pool of blood,
Which it had to

unwillingly shed.
As the sword goes up

to slay the innocent,
Its pleading eyes reflect

The bent crescent.

Its final cry
will forever linger

As death and departure
look closer than ever.

There it stands
bleating hopelessly,

Looking through the crowd,
for it should flee.

But the hand rose up in the air
With the cursed blade of sin.

When it came down
It had travelled deeply through its skin.

The cold eyes reveal
Its final glance of loathe,

For the world has murdered
that harmless goat.

The murderers are still at large
In the name of-God.

They commit crime shamelessly
In the place of Lord.

Oh! What is human?
What is beast?
When both kill
And both relish??? S.M. ISWARYA

X - '(' Towards a new 'avatar' of India?

PREFECTORIAL CEREMONY

Aiming high, hitting higher.

The charge of the Light Brigade.

You are never a loser until you quit trying.



/ A FRIEND IN NEED IS A FRIEND INDEED
There is a special person in your life

Who shares your thoughts and helps you strive in life.

Whose company makes you smile,

To forget all tensions for a while.

When someone acts like a shield which defends,

When someone shows you warmth and care,

And shares your hopes and dreams.

When there is only trust and no pre ence,

When someone's shoulders are there 0 cry on,

Your deepest feelings to confide in and rely on.

If you have such a person sharing your life,

You must realize you are on the luc ier side.

Because only fortunate lives are shared from the beginning till the end

With an exuberantly nice person

Whom the world calls a friend.

A real friendship never ends.

I consider true friendship a solace and a boon.

AB

CD

EF

GH

IJ

KL

MN

OP

QR

ST

UV

WX

YZ

PUJA GIYA
XII - 'B'

STEPS FOR SUCCESS

Activate you Brain

Commence your Display

Execute into the Future

Glow with Health

Imagine your Journey

Know your Limits

Meet your Needs

Observe the Pinnacle

Question and Rectify

Step without Temper

Update your Vision

Workout and X-eed

You will experience Zen

compiled by,

V. SUKANYA ABIGAIL
VIII- 'A'

The most exhausting thing in life is to be insincere
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PREPARETHE BALANCE SHEET OF YOUR LIFE.
Our birth is our Opening Balance.
Our death is our Closing Balance.
Our prejudiced views are our Liabilities.
Our Creative Ideas are our Assets.
Health is our Current Asset.
Soul is our Fixed Asset.
Brain is our Fixed Deposit.
Thinking is our Current Account.
Achievements are our Captial.
Character and Morals are our Stock in Trade.
Friends are our General reserves.
Values & Behaviour are our Goodwill.
Patience is our Interest earned.
Love is our Dividend.
Children are our Bonus Issues.
Knowledge is our Investment.
Experience is our premium Account.
The aim is to tally the Balance sheet accurately.

compiled by,
C. LAKSHMI - VIII 'A'

THE ALPHABET STREET OF FRIENDSHIP
Always Be honest. Would you want them to lie to you?
Be there when they need you or you may wind up alone.
Cheer them on. We all need encouragement now and then.
Don't look for their faults.
Encourage their dreams.
Forgive them. You too may do something wrong sometimes
Get together often. Misery loves company and so does joy.
Have faith in them. The human animal is remarkable
Include them, you need to be included sometimes, too.
Just be there when they need you
Know when they need a hug.
Lov.e them whole heartedly,
Make them feel special.
Never forget them, who wants to be forgotten?
Offer to help them.
Praise them honestly and openly.
Quietly disagree, noisy no's make enemies
Really listen, a friendly ear is a soothing balm.
Say you're sorry. Don't let them assume.
Talk frequently, communication is important.
Use good Judgement
Verbalize your feelings.
Wish them luck, hopefully good.
Xamine your motives before you "Help" out
Your words count, use them wisely.

compiled by,
Chintamanl,
VIII- 'A'

Brute force bends; fair argument convinces.
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RIDDLES
Catch the specialties in the names of

famous "Authors, Poets, Novelists"

1. Author having a doll - Leo Tolstoy.

2. Timid author - Noel Coward

3. Author having attached thread -
Rabindranath Tagore

4. Author having a special type of monkey
- Edward Gibbon

5. Author having a jewel and a male deer
- Pearl. S. Buck

6. Beware of a weapon in this author's
name - John Gunther.

7. Author possessing a number of springs
oozing water - H.G. Wells

8. Author surrounded by an outer
covering of the body - John Ruskin

9. Author possessing precious yellow
metal- Oliver - Goldsmith

10. Poet in a frozen state - Robert Frost.

J. VIMAL IX - 'A'

FISHY FACTS
The only fish that can live both in land and

water are Mudskippe~ Climbing Perch, Lung-fish and
Snakehead.

The Tilapia fish takes the newly born Tilapia fish
in the mouth and protects them until they become
young. It is also called as 'mouth breeder'.

The Minnow fish is a very small fish. It has no
weapons to protect itself. So they form a group
which resembles a big fish. It is done to protect it
from other big animals.

The Globe fishes are very small. The Globe fish
buffs itself into a very big fish and threatens away
its enemies.

Like Chaemeleon, the only fish that can change
colour is Founder. Its own colour is white.

KARTHI KEYAN
IX - 'A'

=====:=\< 29

OASIS OF A MIRAGE

Insecurity; inferiority; internally condemned,

Living on borrowed time in my private hell.

Shackles are broken, can no longer pretend,

I saw my dreams walk through death's Portal.

I bide my time to bid goodbye,

Come to me thou are so sublime.

Bit by bit I am living to die,

If it is a sin, sin is no crime.

Knock on my door, take my hand,

The world I had is no longer there.

When love walked away with the drifting sand,

It buried the pain I couldn't share.

The fire that stoked the fading embers

Has sealed the wounds unseen but raw.

I burn to forget what my mind remembers:

A nightmare of the perfect dream I never saw.

The wounds of hate erased leave just scars,

But the love of you drilled the deepest hole of all.

Sucked out of the love that never was,

The shards of life shatter each time I fall.

K.S. Lakshmi
English Teacher
Editor

Skill and confidence are an unconquered army



LOSA (LAKSHMI OLD STUDENTS ASSOCIATION)
9th to 11th JULY- 2004.

18th Annual State - wide Inter - School Cultural fest.
COMPETITION DETAILS

Events Prize Name Class

Collage III Prize Puja Giya XII 'A'

Uma Devi XII 'A'

Potpourri I Prize Deepan Shanmugam XII 'A'
P. Pravin XII 'A'

. Naveen Suresh XII'B'

Foot loose I Prize Deepika Bokadiya XII'B'

Choreography I Prize Deepika Bokadiya XII'B'

Deepika Nathan XII 'A'

Deepika Kothari XII'B'

Srilekha Jain XII'B'

Aasha XII 'A'

Light Music I Prize Kaavya Mohan XII 'A'

Bharadhan XII 'A'

Abishek IX 'A'

Nishanth X 'B'

Daniel X 'A'

Deepika Nathan XII 'A' ,
Sai Prasanth XI

S. Sawmya XII 'A'

Traditions of India Second Prize Kavya Mohan XII 'A'

Third Prize Abdul Rehman XII'B'

Consolation Chetan XII 'A'

Overall II Place in Losa

Cricket Discipline Shield - Mr. Manohar Das - Coach

Horlicks Whiz Kid Competition
Greeting Card Preparation I Prize - Sreemathi XII 'A'

Cookery

Mehandi Design

I Prize - Sathyapriya

- Sneha vl'e
XI 'A'

II Prize

The best way out of a difficulty is through it.c===~ ~======~~-------



Dear Jeevanties,

NIRAJ PETERPIO is now doing his MS in Quantum Physics at Kista Allevag in Stockholm
in the Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden. We are happy and proud to publish

his mail from Stockholm. He may be contacted at Pio-pals@yahoo.co.in

It is a great feeling to address my alma matter from abroad. Jeevana was the place were I did my
schooling right from L.K.G. to 12th. So it was my second home.

Many of you studying over there may still not know the quality of education that you get there. You will
realize that only when you come in contact wi h students from other schools. And I realized it during my
under graduation. You make a lot of difference. A positive difference. Apart from the education the personal
care given by the staff members is unmatched. If you are going to utilize all the facilities provided by Jeevana I
am sure that you will have a personality tha s complete.

From my personal experience I can te you a whatever I am today, is because of the fact that I studied
in Jeevana. Even the tiniest of events meant so muc 0 me. For instance the morning meditation that we had
before the classes started was a beautiful way 0 relax and concentrate which I follow till today. The words
"LETNOBLETHOUGHTS COME TO YOU FROMALL SIDES still ring deep inside me.

I am sure you still have a period called Talent Time. I was a wonderful time. It was the time we used to
prune our talents in debates, Jam, quiz etc. All these events actually contribute a lot when you come outside
your school environment. I must mention the principles and values taught in Jeevana are very ideal. Especially
the ideas of J. Krishnamurthi. It was from Jeevana that I earn that "ROTEMEMORISATION DOES NOT LEAD TO
TRUEEDUCATION."

Perhaps these were the words that has made me what I am today because in the field of advanced
research you must have depth of knowledge in whatever you are dealing with, so, that phrase was my first
step. Now here in Sweden things 'are very different. The education provided here is very advanced in the
masters level. You can stay in the race only if you are really fit. I can tell you that Jeevana gives you that
platform from which global competing is very much possible.

I usually don't advise people, I give suggestions only when asked for. But I take the liberty to share with
my little student friends out there a very important fact that there is no substitute for hard work. In today's
world it is just not enough if you work hard, it is also important that you work smart.

When hard work is coupled with smart work then it will give beautiful results. I am telling thlis to you out
of experience. I have always been very careful that I worked towards excellence and not towards perfection,
because perfection is relative. Oops, physics again, let me simplify it. What you may consider as perfect may
not be so for your friend and vice versa. But excellence is one and all for the same. This is very important
when you work at any level be it for the public exam or the next level in college .

.
It is also very important that you as students must realize the fact that you must never forget your

teachers and the institution through which you have come.

As a last note I would like to tell you all that enjoy your days in Jeevana as you may not get one another
time.

It was really nice to share a few out of the many thoughts about my days in Jeevana that still remain green
in my memory.

Friends have a nice time and all 'the 'best in all your efforts.

Thank you,

I am and will remain truly yours

N. PIO PETER NIRAJ.

Wealth may seek us but wisdom must be sought.



Come rain or shine, the walk
of life continues

For the dedicated sky is the limit.

Amaging feats.

Where's my little Red Riding
Hood?

Crouching tigers and flying dragon.

Girl against Machine - Niveditha - IX 'C'

Be careful about what YOU wish for, you may get it.



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 


